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Concert Notes by Tim Van Schmidt 

 

David Byrne 9/6/04 Chautauqua  

 

Introduced by Byrne himself, who didn’t really make much sense, but sweet that he did it 

himself…Opener Sam Phillips with keyboards, violinist who played an instrument with two (like 

horn) bells coming off the fret board, made unique sound, strange effect on tone, also drummer 

with a kind of put together kit- large bass drum, but like a marching band one, using mallets, 

sticks, bells on ankles, Sam in long dark skirt, white shirt, pretty much deadpanned way through, 

songs on the art song side, sounded something like a German cabaret singer/Marianne 

Faithful…last song “Help is coming one day late”, eyes wide/big as she looks out over crowd, 

during instru break she kind of moved from side to side slowly to the music…started set with a 

cappella, old romance song…a little fatalistic?? 

 

Byrne w/ percuss., bass, drums and six strings- Tosca Strings…Byrne’s voice is very distinctive, 

seemed to be having a good time, soaking up the applause, which was the most enthusiastic, 

most worked up ever seen at Chau. Crossing over language barriers- lyrics in French, 

Portuguese, Creole, Italian…good sprinkling of old songs/Heads songs…”I Zimbra”…”Once in 

a Lifetime”…song from “Catherine Wheel” “Boom, boom, boom, that’s the way it 

is”….”Psycho Killer” with strings, went ahead and did the screaming guitar part at end…some 

songs seem to exhibit a kind of playful innocence, the mambo style stuff had him kind of doing 

hip type dancing…Byrne full of stage moves, going backwards, shaking hands…voice in good 

shape, distinctive, but also managed to get some good squeals and squawks in…”This Must be 

the Place” ”She lifted up her wings” song, very nice with strings…ending strings do solo spot, 

then band, like a suite- new piece from some sort of re-mix project???...three encores, audience 

very enthusiastic, last show at Chautauqua for the season…”Life During Wartime” “This ain’t no 

disco…” …his new looked, very grey hair, wearing matching brown shirt and pants…his facial 

expressions part of the package…at one point, light being projected up on his face,…also “Road 

to No where”, “And She Was”…lighting at times dramatic, adds to the dynamics of the 

show….good mix of ages in audience, a feeling of excitement, electricity in air, 

anticipation…overheard doorman telling someone had 1200 people there that night “Everybody 

was here!” …”Blind” very dramatic, effective, Byrne turning head left and right to 

“Blind…blind…blind…blind”…even though some softness evident in some of the songs, still an 

edge, but an edge that encourages a kind of celebration…Byrne able to throw his body, even just 

with a twitch, just move lower part of body, control voice, play guitar…very strong…???no 

keyboards, use strings to fill in, percussionist also played marimba, bass player playing 5-string 

bass, also doing the harmony vocals…fluent and quirky…the quirk remains…big smile on 

Byrne’s face at end when lined up arm in arm with band, smiles all around really, seemed the 

musicians themselves enjoyed it, the enthusiasm was intense, but they must be getting the same 

reaction everywhere…the strings added a delicacy, a different texture, maybe in the end a little 

too delicate for Byrne long term- often the songs ended up drowning out the strings, still “Psycho 

Killer” with strings is strange indeed…did achieve big stage power, whole band rocking during 

“Life During Wartime” “This ain’t no party”??? but that’s really what it is…most of the crowd 

on their feet, bouncing, jumping dancing to the rhythm, stately 100 year old building really 



rocks, Byrne mention Chautauquas, “at one time there used to be hundreds of these across the 

country, now there are only a few left…”…”Psycho Killer” crowd sings along- perhaps the song 

that broke him into the mainstream??? This is mainstream??? Yes, but Byrne can be thanked for 

keeping it interesting…but that’s part of Byrne’s success, make sure the art does not stray too far 

from the dance/rhythm, that’s why he had to move beyond rock and pop and into world forms, 

first African, then the South American/Cuban stuff…throughout evening at Chautauqua, Byrne 

showcased many languages in the lyrics and the music, he likes to dance, move, be part of music, 

just like the audience, and the audience appreciated it... encore was a dramatic, emotional version 

of a Verdi song…full experience, rich with sounds and rhythms, emotions…it was great to see 

the musicians seeming to be overcome by the enthusiasm of crowd… last show in Chautauqua 

season, end of summer season??? 


